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NEW QUESTION: 1
Sie mÃ¼ssen die Intune-Anforderungen fÃ¼r Windows 10-GerÃ¤te
erfÃ¼llen.
Was tun? WÃ¤hlen Sie zum Beantworten die entsprechenden
Optionen im Antwortbereich aus.
HINWEIS: Jede richtige Auswahl ist einen Punkt wert.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/intune/windows-enroll

NEW QUESTION: 2
You will be working with the messaging service in Adobe Data
Services. Which method must be called to begin receiving events
from the message service?
A. listen()
B. start()
C. willTrigger()

D. subscribe()
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
One way to make it more likely practice project risk management
on projects is to______________
A. Hold meetings
B. Have the team take an orientation class on risk management
early in the project
C. Give one team member the responsibility for risk management
working in conjunction with the PMO
D. Assign each team member a risk to own, which is documented
in the risk register
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Meetings are a tool and technique in the control risks process.
Risk management should be an agenda item at periodic status
meetings. While the amount of time needed for risk management
will vary depending on the identified risks, their priority,
and the difficulty of the response, the more often risk
management is practiced, the easier it becomes. Frequent
discussions about risk make it more likely that risks and
opportunities will be identified.
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